
The Metaphysics of Chance

• The notion of probability, or chance, shows up in almost every science.

– According to statistical mechanics, the entropy of any closed system will increase with
very high probability.

– According to quantum mechanics, there are particles in states such that, if you were
to observe their x-spin, the probability that you will observe x-spin up is 1/2, and the
probability that you will observe x-spin down is 1/2.

– According to epidemiology, your chances of contracting cancer are increased by smok-
ing.

– According to evolutionary biology, you explain the proliferation of a certain adaptive
gene by saying that the creatures you have it have a higher chance of reproducing.

• Probabilities, or chances, are an interesting kind of entity. Scientists often claim to know
things about them. But they are not like tables and chairs (we don’t directly observe them),
or even (seemingly) like electrons or protons (we don’t think of them as physical entities).

– Chances pose a distinctive problem for the thesis of humean supervenience. For chances
are not part of the humean mosaic, and it appears possible for the humean mosaic to be
the same, even while the chances are different.
∗ Imagine that we have a single die and we roll it only two times in the history of
the universe. It comes up six on the first roll, and two on the second roll. We
might think that this sequence of events is compatible with the die being fair—that
is, with each side having an equal chance of coming up—and also compatible with
the die being biased—that is, with some sides having a greater chance of coming
up heads than others. But unless we think that there is some other aspect of the
humean mosaic which could account for the fairness or the biasedness of the die,
this thought is inconsistent with humean supervenience.

• The problem of providing a metaphysical account of chance is the problem of specifying
what it takes for a claim like “the chance that the die lands 6-up is 1/6” to be true.

• Today, we’ll consider two accounts: the classical account of probability, and the frequentist
account.

Classical Probability
• The classical account of probability, defended by Laplace, held that probabilities or chances
were abstract symmetries which could be determined a priori.
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– For instance, when I flip a coin, the coin has only two sides. It could either land heads or
it could land tails. Each of these outcomes is equally possible. So, each should be treated
as equally probable, and given equal probability. So, the probability that it lands heads is
1/2, and the probability that it lands tails is 1/2.

• In general, if we have an experimental set up that could yield n equally possible outcomes, then
we should assign each of them an equal probability of 1/n.

Problems with Laplance’s View

– How do we make sense of the notion of “equal possibility” in a way that doesn’t just
reduce to “equal probability”?

– Isn’t it just as “possible” that the coin land on its edge? In that case, why isn’t the prob-
ability of heads 1/3, the probability of tails 1/3, and the probability of edge 1/3?

• Keynes gives us another way of fleshing out the idea that probability is in some sense a pri-
ori and based upon symmetry. He suggested that, when there is no evidence favoring one
outcome over another, they have equal probability. He called this principle “the principle of
indifference.”

The Principle of Indifference
Outcomes which are evidentially symmetric have equal probabilities. If we have
no more reason to believe that p than we have reason to believe that q, then the
probability of p should equal the probability of q.

Problems for the Principle of Indifference

– The main problem for the principle of indifference is that it provides contradictory
advice.

– Consider an example from van Fraassen: the cube factory.
The Cube Factory There is a factory which makes cubes. Every cube that the
factory makes is of exactly the same size. You have no evidence whatsoever
about what this size is, besides the following bit of information: the cubes from
the factory have a side length of somewhere between 0 and 2 feet. What is the
probability that the cubes from the cube factory have side lengths between 0
and 1 feet?

– In this case, it looks like the principle of indifference tells us to assign the same probability
to the cube’s side length being between 0 and 1 feet as we assign to the cube’s side length
being between 1 and 2 feet. After all, we have no more reason to think that the side
length is between 0 and 1 feet than we do to believe that it is between 1 and 2 feet. So,
the probability that the cube’s side length is between 0 and 1 feet is 1/2.

– Consider another version of the problem:
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The Cube Factory 2 There is a factory which makes cubes. Every cube that
the factory makes is of exactly the same size. You have no evidence whatsoever
about what this size is, besides the following bit of information: the cubes from
the factory have a face area of somewhere between 0 and 4 square feet. What
is the probability that the cubes from the cube factory have face areas between
0 and 1 square feet?

– If we apply the principle of indifference to this case, it appears to tell us that we should
give equal probability to the face area being between 0 and 1 square feet, the face area
being betwen 1 and 2 square feet, the face area being between 2 and 3 square feet, and
the face area being between 3 and 4 square feet. So each of them should be given a
probability of 1/4. So, the probability that the cubes have a face area between 0 and 1
square feet is 1/4.

– Problem: the cubes from the cube factory will have a side length between 0 and 1 feet if
and only if they have face areas between 0 and 1 square feet. Cube Factory and Cube
Factory 2 are the very same problem. But it looks like the Principle of Indifference tells
us to assign probabilities differently, depending upon how we decide to describe the
problem. So it looks like the Principle of Indifference gives contradictory advice.

Finite Frequentism
• A second way of making sense of probabilities or chances denies that they are a priori at all. It
claims that the only way to discover probabilities or chances is to go out into the world and
look at them—facts about probabilities are a posteriori.

• On this view, the probability that a trial of kind K have outcome O is just the number of trials
of kind K that actually have outcome O divided by the total number of trials of kind K.

P( a K trial has outcome O ) =
# K trials with outcome O

# K trials

• On this view, if you want to know the probability that a given coin lands heads when it is
flipped, you just look at the total number of times that the coin lands heads when flipped, and
divide it by the total number of times that the coin is flipped.

P( Coin lands heads when flipped ) =
# times coin lands heads when flipped

# times coin flipped

Problems with Finite Frequentism

The Problem of the Single Case

– There are lots of kinds of events that only happen once in the entire history of the
universe. But it still appears that these kinds of events are chancy.
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– For instance, suppose that I only flip a coin once, and it lands heads. Then, the finite
frequentist says that the chance that that coin landed tails is 0. But it seems like it’s
consistent with the coin being flipped once and landing heads that the coin had some
chance of landing tails.

– This problem generalizes to any finite sequence of flips of the coin. For it appears possible
for a completely fair coin to land heads each and every time it is flipped (like in Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern Are Dead). But the finite frequentist denies that this is possible.
If the coin lands heads each and every time it is flipped, then the coin is not fair. In that
event, the probability of heads is 1 and the probability of tails is 0.

The Reference Class Problem

– How to we determine the relevant kind K for the probability?
– If we ask about my probability of getting cancer, we could look at the number of men
who get cancer, or we could look at the number of men who have a history of smoking
who get cancer, or we could look at the number of men who have a history of smoking
and who play guitar who get cancer, or we could look at the number of men who have
a history of smoking and who play guitar and who are named “Dmitri” who get cancer,
or we could look at the number of men who like the Beatles and grew up on a street
beginning with the letter “S” who get cancer.

– Some of these reference classes—the kinds K—seem better suited than others to getting
the probability that I get cancer right. But then the frequentist has to say something
about what it is that makes these reference classes the right reference classes to be using,
and what makes the other ones the wrong reference classes to be using, to determine the
probability that I get cancer.
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